Imagine a tree with some integer amount of gold at each vertex. Two players can play a game by taking turns removing leaves one by one and taking the gold from those leaves. We prove a recent conjecture of Micek and Walczak that says that if a tree has an even number of vertices, the first player can always secure at least half of the gold.
Introduction
Definition 1 (The Gold Grabbing Game). Let T be a tree such that every vertex v of T has some integer amount of gold g (v) . Two players, Alice and Bob, take turns removing leaves of the tree one by one and taking the gold from those leaves. Whichever player gets the most gold wins.
Micek and Walczak proved that on an even number of vertices, the first player can always secure at least one-fourth of the gold [1] . They then conjectured that the first player can always obtain at least one-half the gold. The result of this paper is a proof of that conjecture.
To gain some intuition about this problem, and our solution to it, it is very instructive to think about when T is a path of even length. If we label the vertices of the path 1, 2, . . . , n in order from left to right, then we can show that the first player can secure either all the odd vertices or all the even vertices. One of these sets of vertices contains at least half the gold, thus showing the result for paths [2] .
A subgame is a subtree with the stipulation that there is a single vertex of the subtree that is adjacent to the rest of the tree, and further, that this vertex cannot be taken until the end. This vertex is called the root.
For instance, the game on a path of length four on vertices 1, 2, 3 and 4 contains the subgame consisting of vertices 1 and 2, where 2 is the root. The set of vertices 1 and 3 is not a subgame, since it is not a tree, and the set 2 and 3 is not a subgame, since it has multiple roots.
The concept of a subgame motivates the following useful variation of the Gold Grabbing Game. Definition 2. In the rooted version of the Gold Grabbing Game, one particular vertex must be chosen last.
We will have a convention that, unless otherwise specified, Alice will move when there is an even number of vertices left in the tree, and Bob will move when there is an odd number left. If this happens to be the case in a rooted game, Bob will necessarily be the one who takes the root.
Proof of Main Lemma
The following lemma shows the somewhat unexpected result that Alice always prefers the non-rooted game over the rooted game. Let R(T, v, P ) be the amount of gold player P receives playing on tree T rooted at v, assuming optimal play from both players. Similarly, let N (T, P ) be the amount of gold player P receives playing the non-rooted game on tree T , assuming optimal play from both players. Proof. We will prove this inductively. For the base case, we note that the lemma is true for all trees on at most three vertices. Assume the lemma is true for all trees with fewer vertices than T . Our goal is to show that R(T, v, Alice) ≤ N (T, Alice).
Consider the first move of the non-rooted game.
Case 1: Alice makes the first move. Have Alice move in accordance with her optimal strategy for the rooted game. Note that this implies that she will not take the root v. Suppose she takes vertex a to form tree
We can therefore assume Bob makes the first move.
Case 2: Bob's optimal first move is not v. Suppose Bob chooses some vertex b = v on the first move. Alice should respond by moving in accordance with her optimal rooted strategy. Suppose she responds by taking a. Let T = T − a − b. We have R(T, v, Alice) ≤ R(T , v, Alice) + g(a), since Alice responded to Bob optimally for the rooted game. As in Case 1,
We can therefore assume Bob will take v on the first move.
Case 3: The root v is adjacent to a vertex u of degree 2 in T . Let w be u's other neighbor and let T = T − u − v. Once Bob chooses v, let Alice take u. First note that R(T, v, Alice) = R(T , w, Alice) + g(u), because in the game on T rooted at v, Bob always gets v and Alice always gets u. Hence, having them taken first instead of last changes nothing. By induction, R(T , w, Alice) + g(u) ≤ N (T , Alice) + g(u). Since N (T, Alice) is optimal for Alice, N (T , Alice) + g(u) ≤ N (T, Alice). Hence, R(T, v, Alice) ≤ N (T, Alice) as desired.
Case 4: The root v is adjacent to a vertex u of degree 3 or more. As in Figure 1 , let T 1 be an odd component of T − v − u, and let T 2 be the forest of all other components. Note that T 2 has an even number of vertices. Recall that Bob takes v, and have Alice make an optimal move, a, in the game on T 2 + u rooted at u. Notice that both T 1 and T 2 − a have an odd number of vertices. Continue the non-rooted game such that when Bob moves in T 1 , Alice counters with the optimal strategy for T 1 +u rooted at u, and when Bob moves in T 2 , Alice counters with the optimal strategy for T 2 + u rooted at u. Have this continue until either T 1 or T 2 has a single vertex left. Without loss of generality, assume T 1 gets whittled down to a single vertex y. (A symmetric argument resolves the other case.) Let T be the entire tree at this stage of the game. For any set V of vertices already taken, let α(V ) be the gold Alice has secured so far this game among the vertices in V . We claim that R(T, v, Alice) ≤ R(T , y, Alice)+ α(T − T ), where we use y because it is a convenient root. To show this, we first prove that R(
Consider the original rooted game on T rooted at v. Recall that Bob moves first, since T has an odd number of vertices. He could start by making an optimal play in the game on T 1 rooted at u. He could then continue by countering Alice in T 1 when she moves in T 1 , and countering Alice in T 2 when she moves in T 2 , each time moving optimally for that particular component in the rooted game at u. This may not be optimal for Bob, but it simulates the case where T 1 + u + v and T 2 + u + v are played individually. Thus, Bob can do at least as well in the combined case, so R(
If Bob does no better using this strategy over the optimal, then Alice does no worse when Bob uses this strategy. Hence R(
, since she has been playing optimally in the game on T 2 rooted at v. In this case, y and v are essentially interchangeable for Alice, as they affect Bob's score but not hers. Similarly,
, again since Alice has played optimally in the game on T 1 rooted at v. Combining these three inequalities, we reach the conclusion that α( Proof. Let v be any leaf, and let u be the vertex v is adjacent to in T . Let T be the tree T − v. Consider the following auxiliary games, which will be needed in the proof.
Definition 5. Let Game 1 be the rooted game played on tree T with root u. The meta-game is where Alice chooses between these two scenarios: she plays Game 1 as Player 1, or she plays Game 1 as Player 2 and also receives the weight on v. In the meta-game, Bob gets the scenario Alice does not choose.
Since at least one of the two players must get half the gold and Alice can flip roles with Bob if she chooses, Alice can secure half the gold. We will show that Alice's situation playing the non-rooted game on T is, if anything, better for her than the meta-game described.
Suppose playing Game 1 as Player 1 while letting Bob get vertex v is the better option for Alice. Notice that this is equivalent to just playing the game on T rooted at v, since Bob will get v in this game as well. However, by Lemma 3, we know that things just get better for Alice if this game is not rooted at v. Therefore, Alice secures half the gold in the game played on T not rooted at v.
Suppose playing Game 1 as Player 2, and receiving vertex v, is the better option for Alice. Then Alice should take vertex v. If the players played the rooted game on T from here, Alice would secure half the gold. But from Lemma 3, the fact that the game on T is non-rooted only helps Alice. Hence, Alice will secure at least half the gold of this game.
The proof is non-constructive. This raises the question, is there an efficient algorithm to determine how Alice should secure half the gold?
There are examples of trees with odd numbers of vertices where Player 1 wins all of the gold, and other examples where Player 2 wins all of the gold. Is there a good way to tell which player will win if the tree has an odd number of vertices?
